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 Contact information 
dipmat-cap@unibo.it

cap.dm.unibo.it
www.facebook.com/CapExcel

“I gained a much better english,

important professional and social relationships.”

“It has been a valuable experience for me.

Living in a completely different environment

has been challenging and stimulating.”

“I would do it again, definitely,

because it has been a great experience!”

“I was a awesome experience to live in the US

for four monthes, and it allowed me to evolop

a clear view of what are my expectation in life.”

“Study abroad is a very good experience:

discover a new culture, new people...”

EU–US Partners

EU lead institution:
Alma Mater Studiorum Università di Bologna

EU project coordinator:
Prof. Giovanna Citti

EU partner institutions:
Universidad Autonoma De Madrid

Prof. Ireneo Peral Alonso

Universite De Paris VI I - Denis Diderot

Prof. Yves Achdou

Université Rennes 1

Prof. Nicoletta Tchou

US lead institution:
University of Arkansas

US project coordinator:
Prof. Luca Capogna

US partner institutions:
University of Pittsburgh

Prof. Juan Manfredi

Temple University

Prof. Cristian Gutierrez



 The specific objective 
The specific objective of the CAP-Excel project is to favour students mobility between Universities inthe EU and the US. This is realized through an innovative exchange program of graduate students acrossthe Atlantic. The exchange of students has multiple innovative goals:

• to promote the excellence in mathematical training;Universities of the consortium have complementary scientific skills, and this project offers tostudents in mobility the best courses of any participating Universities.
• to promote portability, mutual recognition of qualifications, periods of study and trainingand equivalence of credits;Until now these mechanisms have been introduced only for undergraduate studies, and thenovelty of the project consists in the formalization of students exchange at the doctoral andmaster level. The exchange program envisioned in this proposal has the potential tocontribute towards a mechanism for international credit attribution at the graduate level inthe mathematical disciplines and beyond.
• to broaden the cultural horizons of the visiting students and of the graduate studentcommunity in the host institutions;The students are immersed in a society with different habits and traditions, thus insuringpersonal enrichment that goes well beyond the specific scientific discipline of study.
• to attract top students to mathematical careers.A large knowledge of a broad range of applicative and theoretical instruments opens to thestudents many opportunities, from financial market to technological industry. Thedissemination days organized within the project help students to contact industries and finda satisfactory job.

 Satisfaction questionnaire results 

 The project 
The CAP-Excel Project is funded by the EU-US Atlantis Programme.
This programme supports consortia of highereducation and training institutions workingtogether at undergraduates or graduates level toimprove their educational services, to compareand modernise curricula and to develop jointstudy programmes with full recognition ofcredits and qualifications.

 Activities 
The activities in the project are:

graduate student mobility,
teaching staff mobility,
math training,
dissemination of major findings.

 Outcomes 
The CAP-Excel mobility programme hasselected the highest level courses in theparticipant Universities and make themavailable to the students.
Grade portability have been ensured. All thecompetent academic bodies have approved theproject.
Strengthening the scientific expertise of theresearchers involved: faculty took theopportunity of the project to teach on the otherside of the Atlantic, but also for fruitfullyscientific exchanges.

Were your goals forstudying abroadachieved?
How do you judge thelevel of courses youfollowed?

How would you rateyour language skills? In your opinion, towhat degree did yourlanguage skills improveduring your visit?




